Project: Project King, Macallan Distillery
On Site Exemplar Safety Behaviour from Careys

Comments:

1.

: Comments:

Bespoke handrail systems deployed during off-loading from
flat-bed vehicle significantly reducing the risk of falls from
height.

2.

Observations by: Chris McMahon

Comments:

A device allowing the safe cleaning operation of a concrete
1mᶟ Concreate Hopper arrives on site prior to the operations
commencing.

3.

Comments:

A simple remote batching point is established complete with
wash out sump, water supply and cement store with CoSHH
information panels.

4.

A timber formwork ring is constructed, complete with extraction system, information panel, PPE storage, joiner’s
workbench, first aid kit and drinking water station.

)

Comments:

5.

Comments:

The effective use of a 360° excavator attachment makes this
off-loading operation almost risk free. All RA/MS and SSoW
agreed prior to task commencement.

6.

Comments:

Absolute control of confined space operations is observed
by all Careys personnel who are trained and fully versed on
their safe system of work.

7.

Comments:

The simple “colour coded” system of roles and responsibilities makes site life that much easier. Red-Fire Marshall.
Green-First Aider. Orange-Plant Operator. Blue-Supervisor

8.

Satellite joiner’s work stations complete with all the necessary tools, equipment and safety features to operate in a
21st century manner.

:Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

: Comments:

9. On site Carey Safety Shacks are an excellent example of workforce engagement, used primarily to update the operatives on all corporate and legal compliance. Designed and maintained by site staff.

10. The entire site footprint is effectively segregated with a network
of well signposted walkways, making traversing the Project safe and
easy.

11. An electronic sign in / out system ensures that all Carey personnel can be accounted for at any given time during working hours.

12. Fully equipped and self-sufficient sub offices are placed strategically on site initially to prevent unnecessary pedestrian traffic on
a very busy site.

Condition OK

Condition needs improvement

Condition Must be improved before work can continue

